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AAGP AGM October 26th 2022 at Salford Priors Memorial Hall.

Chairman’s     Report      

Perhaps you will excuse me if I recap a little on the origins of the AAGP for those 
who have recently become engaged with the project.

In early 2018 Salford Priors Parish Council made a brave and far sighted 
decision. Through their Neighbourhood Plan process the Council called a meeting
of adjoining parishes extending to Alcester Town Council to the north and 
Evesham Town Council to the south. Their purpose was to investigate the 
potential of developing pathways for walkers and cyclists across parish 
boundaries.

Spine     route     1     Alcester     to     Evesham      
It soon became clear that there was enthusiasm for such a project among the 
parishes. The route would be based on the old railway line between the two 
towns that closed in 1962. This would run along a 10 mile spine route between 
Alcester and Evesham. As a result of that first meeting it was agreed to set up a
group and take the challenge on! That group was comprised of representatives 
from the parish and town councils of Alcester, Bidford on Avon, Cleeve Prior, 
Evesham, Exhall, Harvington, North and Middle Littleton, Norton and Lenchwick, 
Offenham, Salford Priors and Wixford. The group was originally called the 'Cross 
Parish Cycle and Pathways Project' (CPCPP) but this was soon changed to the 
Avon to Arrow Greenway Project (AAGP).

An early decision was taken to commission and fund a Feasibility Study for the 
project from ‘Sustrans’, the National Sustainable Transport Charity. This 
excellent comprehensive study has formed the basis for the work of the group 
since then.

We have made very significant progress over the last four years or so since then. 
We properly established the organisation, gained charitable status and worked 
hard to start the implementation of the proposals made in the Sustrans Feasibility 
Study. From the start the AAGP’s strategy has been to progress through forming 
positive partnerships and we now have all Parish, Town and District Councils 
along the proposed route supporting us both in principle and financially. We have 
increasingly strong links with County Councillors and officers from both 
Warwickshire and Worcestershire County Councils and we are in discussions with
major local landowners and have the strong backing of organisations such as the 
Heart of England Forest and the Avon Navigation Trust.



Spine     route     2     -Broom     to     Stratford     upon     Avon      

Early in 2020, an approach was made by a representative of the Bidford 
Health Centre Patient Participation Group (BHCPPG) about extending the 
AAGP route from Bidford Village to the Health Centre. The Health Centre is 
located close to the old railway line which used to run from Broom to Stratford 
upon Avon and closed in 1960. It is located about a mile from the centre of 
Bidford on the B439 which has no footways, so walking the Health Centre is 
not an option. The BHCPPG representative felt using the old railway line from 
Bidford village was an option to provide a good route with health benefits.
AAGP Officers met with BHCPPG and subsequently held a site meeting. 
Initial investigation of land ownership and other enquiries showed that there 
to be a very good prospect of a continuous route to Stratford upon Avon 
being possible based along the route of the old railway line. This route, 
around 7.5 miles, would link up with an existing shared pedestrian cycle way 
within Stratford town along the old railway line, past Stratford Racecourse and
join to the existing very popular Stratford Greenway.

Parishes and Communities
This route passes through the parishes of Bidford on Avon, Binton, Temple 
Grafton, Luddington, Welford on Avon and Stratford upon Avon.
The route is wholly contained within Stratford upon Avon District Council and 
Warwickshire County Council areas. Contact was made with senior officers 
and politicians including the sitting MP. The political and financial support of 
all the parishes, the Stratford Town Council, and Stratford District Council has 
been achieved and close working relationships with Bidford, Welford, and 
Luddington PC’s have been extremely productive.

A high quality Feasibility Study similar to the one commissioned for Spine 
Route 1 has been delivered by Sustrans and paid for by grants from the local 
Parish Councils, Stratford Town Council, District Council and Warwickshire 
County Council. This comprehensive commitment from grass roots all the way
to county is crucial and a key part of the AAGP’s strategic approach. It 
establishes the project as an element of future infrastructure planning at all 
political levels and is vital in order to open up the opportunity for substantial 
funding via government grants.

The Broom to Stratford upon Avon spine route matters because:
The link will be an important part of the off road network being developed 
in the area and would link up with both the AAGP spine route and the 
existing Stratford Greenway.
The link will allow longer journeys to be made to between the three historic
towns Alcester, Evesham and Stratford and would have massive tourist 
potential.



The inclusion of Stratford upon Avon will substantially increase the profile of 
the AAGP and could become a key tourist amenity as well as having 
massive local benefits.


Most     recent     progress     and     plans      

Worcestershire  

We continue to liaise with Wychavon and Worcestershire CC on the 
route from Evesham to The Valley and hope to see some progress 
there using the existing funding they have accrued.

We have worked very closely with Harvington PC and as a result 
they have been awarded £150,000 to develop the AAGP route within 
their parish – we are of course delighted and excited and our aim is to 
pursue a matched funding bid this year ( see below ).

If as expected work on these two sections begins next year then the
focus for us will be on linking them to the start of the Salford Priors to
Broom and Wixford section at Salford Priors Church.

Warwickshire.  

We are working with Salford Priors PC to enable the generous 
allocation of part of their CIL funds to be put to use early next year. 
Though the funding does not cover costs of the whole of the route from
the Church to Wixford it should allow an ambitious start to be made. As
with the Harvington funding it is our intention to use the existing monies
to bid for matched funding this year.

The invaluable support of Warwickshire County Councillor Piers 
Daniel has given us hope that Highways will proceed with a ‘priority’ 
traffic system for Wixford Bridge. The bridge is very narrow and very 
dangerous for those brave enough to seek to cross over it as heavy 
vehicles use it day and night, with little thought to pedestrians or 
cyclists!  A priority system will allow alternate one way traffic and a 
wide pedestrian and cycle way to be created.

This in turn means we have a route to Alcester going via Exhall and 
Oversley Woods and across the A46 into Oversley Green and on to 
Alcester Town. Though it is not our preferred route, the route along 
the old railway line along the side of the River Arrow to Alcester 
requires further work with the landowners and significant funding. 
However the opening up of this significant stretch of the route via 
Oversley Woods



will undoubtedly give the AAGP a huge boost in terms of both profile 
and credibility.

Bidford Health Centre is seeking planning consent for a major 
redevelopment on its large existing site. It went out to public 
consultation last year and we are a part of the grand plan. The section 
of our Spine Route 2, from the branch line at Broom following the old 
railway line to the back of the Health Centre, will be included and costed
into their strategy. This is a very exciting prospect for us and a very 
valuable addition to access to the Health by walking and cycling!

The Warwickshire CC Draft Infrastructure Plan

Earlier this year WCC issued its draft infrastructure plan and invited feedback.
Both our spine routes are mentioned as proposals under consideration but 
there were problems. WCC officers had marked our plans under the guidance
issued by the Department of Transport (DOT). DOT criteria heavily favour 
urban proposals and our routes engage urban areas but go to the next logical 
step and seek to link them. Given that within both counties our routes are 
essentially of a rural flavour we have sought to persuade WCC that they 
overlay DOT criteria with those that relate more closely to the needs locally.
Our response, which I have attached, lays out clear and compelling 
arguments for a remarking of the AAGP routes so we are seen as one of 
the priority targets for government funding by the county.

I know a number of you wrote to support our evidence and we are very 
grateful. More lobbying is needed as the delivery of these new Greenways can
only be completed with significant funding from the top.. We will continue to 
build strong relationships with our county officers and politicians, your support 
when in conversation with those who you work with will be invaluable.

Business Plan and Funding Strategy

We are continuing to build a strong business plan in order to support the 
project as a whole but also, vitally, to underpin our ambitious funding strategy 
mentioned above. We are currently identifying potential funding organisations 
and prioritising funding targets on our routes. Any of you who have fundraising
experience or advice to share please do not hesitate to offer your help.

The potential of our project is growing all the time as the country begins to 
understand the value it offers in terms of the environment, public health and 
zero emissions The impact of opening up such an ambitious network of paths 
and cycleways giving access to the rich environment that surrounds us is 
enormous.



It offers the opportunity to build on the new enthusiasm for walking 
and cycling.

It will accelerate the situation where children and adults alike rely less
on cars and public transport getting to school and to work 
respectively.

.It crosses District and County boundaries which only increases 
its already huge potential value and offers the opportunity for a 
wider partnership of those working to see this project succeed.

I can only reiterate last year’s report in which I stated that it really is something 
worth fighting for – two new Greenways:

Greenway     1   from Evesham to Alcester with spines to villages across the river 
Avon

Greenway     2      from and Broom to Stratford linking to the existing and well used 
Stratford Greenway at the Racecourse.

The Name.

Finally can I ask you to put on your creative thinking caps as we search for a more 
dynamic and immediately recognisable name for the project, one that carries an 
immediate connection for walking/cycling enthusiasts and conjures up a picture of 
the ambition better than our present worthy but unexciting moniker. If we are going 
to raise millions, and we will need to do just that, we will need a million dollar name.
Ideally a name that conjures up a picture of what we aim to create.

For someone looking at us for the first we don’t think 'AAGP' will necessarily mean 
much to them, it won’t catch their attention and make them want to know more. We 
need them to understand how this route can change people's lives and make them 
want to be involved. .Achieving this is another element in building the momentum for 
the funding necessary for the tougher and more expensive challenges ahead!

So     the rationale         is:   

Famous     routes  

- 3 Peaks Challenge - UK challenge where you climb Ben Nevis, Scafell Pike,
Snowdon

- The Friendship Highway - Famous cycle route through China

- The Inca Trail - The trail to Machu Picchu

- Atlantic Road - Famous coastal route in Norway

These are examples one of our supporters offered us as starters to get the grey



cells working? 

Shakespeare’s Way, 

Shakespeare Highway

- The Avon Triangle,

- The Warwickshire Way,

We would love to be able to show the scope of the project in the title like ‘The 3 
Peaks Challenge. It does exactly what it says on the tin.

We know it isn’t easy because we have tried and so far failed! So please send me 
any ideas and we can air them at the AGM, there will be a modest prize for the 
winner and our grateful thanks too.

I would like to thank you all for your support up to now and ask that you continue that 
support and guidance for us during the evolution and delivery of the project.

Joe Harvey (Chair AAGP) 

12th October 2022



Avon and Arrow Greenway Project (AAGP): Response to Warwickshire Local Cycling and Walking
Infrastructure Plan August 10  th   2022

Background

A draft version of the Warwickshire Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) has been 
prepared by Warwickshire County Council (WCC). The county council have made this document available 
to the public and are seeking the public’s views regarding these plans.

The Avon and Arrow Greenway Project (AAGP) is an ambitious project seeking to create a virtuous 
triangle of Evesham, Alcester and Stratford creating two new Greenways, largely along the routes of the 
old railway lines.  They will connect Evesham directly to Alcester and, indirectly on an old branch line off 
that route, they will link both towns to Stratford.   This link runs via Broom through Bidford, Welford and 
Luddington into the back of the Racecourse and onto the existing Stratford Greenway to Long Marston.

 The AAGP is a charity and originated from a meeting in Salford Priors nearly five years ago seeking to 
offer walking and cycling through a network of committed parishes and town councils.  The AAGP has 
delegated responsibility for two of routes contained within the Warwickshire Network Plans, Stratford-
on-Avon District document, namely:

●X20 - “Avon and Arrow Greenway”
●X21 - “Stratford to Bidford disused railway”

Since its inception in 2018, the AAGP has made significant progress, commissioning feasibility studies for 
the spine routes delivered by Sustrans and paid for by parish/district councils and county council funding.
Extensive research has obtained landowner locations and engagement, grant funding in excess of
£250,000 and the building of relationships with key external stakeholders, councillors and officers.

Purpose

The AAGP recognise the inherent complexity and difficulty of comparing and devising a priority order for 
such a wide range of diverse projects, particularly when there is a lack of data for many projects. This 
complexity is referenced in the county council’s Part 3: Implementation document, which states “due to 
the sheer number of schemes identified, it was necessary to use estimates and judgement where data 
was not readily available.”

This document puts forward the case that a more reflective score for the two projects listed above would 
be obtained by splitting the routes listed above into smaller sections and aims to provide information to 
support a revised scoring of certain key sections of X20 and X21.



X20 - Avon and Arrow Greenway
The proposed Avon and Arrow Greenway route would follow the route of the disused railway between 
Evesham and Alcester wherever practicable. A feasibility study was conducted by Sustrans in 2019 which 
provided a detailed assessment of the proposed route, together with branches to the villages on the East 
side of the River Avon, and identified key considerations for the delivery of the route.

The overall length of the main corridor is roughly 9 miles, running north-south along the valleys of the 
Rivers Avon and Arrow and parallel to the A46 dual carriageway, all of which create a number of physical 
barriers to be overcome. Four miles of the route lies within Worcestershire and is covered by a separate 
FS - work is proceeding on linking that section to its Warwickshire counterpart.

The project will ultimately provide a traffic free route for a wide variety of uses. Whilst leisure use will be 
a significant percentage of eventual user numbers, there are valuable connections for commuters and 
employment sites, retail and educational sites, all which will greatly benefit from the
proposed greenway corridor and its links to otherwise isolated villages and communities.

Since receiving the feasibility study, the AAGP have spent considerable time and effort in discussion with 
key landowners along the route, and in the three sub-sections outlined below, very significant agreement
has been reached and support gained.

In addition, opportunities for funding have been pursued wherever possible. 
 An expression of interest has been made in 2022 to National Highways in relation to their Users 

and Communities Designated Fund. Work, 
 Salford Priors Parish Council has committed £120,000 to X20.
  A grant of £150,000 from Wychavon District Council’s Community Legacy Grant has been agreed 

to progress the section of the route between Evesham and Harvington.

We propose that this route should be assessed as three distinct sub-sections, namely:
●X20.1 Evesham Harvington
●X20.2 Harvington to Salford Priors
●X20.3 Salford Priors to Alcester

X20.1 and X20.2 sit either entirely or largely within Worcestershire and are therefore out of scope of this 
document, so this section focusses on the scoring provided to the remainder of the route, stretching 
from Salford Priors to Alcester. 
In the draft LCWIP this route has been assigned a priority of “low” with a total score of 7 (Effectiveness - 
2; Policy - 2; Deliverability - 1; Economic -2).

This section uses the scoring criteria set out on page 3 of the Part 3: Implementation documents and 
makes the case that this section of the Avon and Arrow Greenway should be assigned a priority rating of 
13 - the rationale is laid out below.



Effectiveness (proposed score - 3)

The primary driver of our proposed increased scoring is the extent to which the route would address 
deficiencies of the existing infrastructure. At present, there are few options for active travel between 
Alcester, Wixford, Broom, Bidford on Avon and Salford Priors. The A46 dual carriageway acts as the 
primary route between these locations, with alternative routes to Alcester are available via Arrow village.
However, each of these routes requires users to either cross or travel along the A46 and are therefore 
unattractive to many local people. In addition, the alternative routes to Alcester, via Arrow, all utilise busy
local roads, with many blind corners and few opportunities for cars to pass. These routes are not suitable 
for the vast majority of casual cyclists and for barely any walkers. The Avon and Arrow Greenway 
between Salford Priors and Alcester would therefore unlock the potential for active travel for the growing
populations of Alcester town and the surrounding villages. This impact would be most apparent when 
considering the many school children who attend school in Alcester and who live in the surrounding area.
At present, bus or car provide their only feasible means of getting to and from school. The Greenway 
would provide a green, traffic free route which would enhance pupil wellbeing and reduce congestion in 
Alcester.

In addition, the size of the population who would directly benefit from the Avon and Arrow Greenway is 
likely to be much larger than would be reflected by the Propensity to Cycle tool, which is largely built on 
data from the 2011 Census. During this time, the population of Salford Priors, Bidford on Avon and 
Alcester have all grown considerably. In addition, a significant impact on access to longer distance 
cycling has been provided by the introduction of electric bikes which allow for a broader cohort of 
cyclists to engage with recreational cycling – hugely important for their emotional, mental and physical 
wellbeing. The Greenway would therefore benefit a large (and growing) semi-urban and rural 
population).

Policy (proposed score - 2)
The Avon and Arrow Greenway was originally given a score of 2 against the Policy criteria and we believe 
this to be a fair assessment of the merits of the scheme relative to other routes.

Deliverability (proposed score - 4)
We believe that an inherent and unique strength of the AAGP is that it has an independent project team 
working to ensure its objectives are delivered. It largely does not depend on County or District officer 
time to progress it, but instead seeks a mutually beneficial partnership. In addition, we make the 
following points:
●Route design conducted by Sustrans in accordance with latest design standards
●Consent gained in principle from major landowners
●No dependencies on other schemes
●Significant funding and political support already in place.



Economic (proposed score - 4)
Our recommended score is justified by these arguments:

  Substantial funding already secured and the prospect of developer or partner contributions.
 Potential to attract additional external funding
 Sections of the route have already obtained Wychavon DC funding and Salford Priors CIL funding.
 The support of the largest local landowner, the Ragley Estate, and their positive engagement has 

already been of major benefit to us and will have a key influence on minimising costs of 
development of the route

 It is entirely feasible to expect that National Highways would provide funding through Users and 
Communities Designated Funds

Total proposed score - 13 (High)



X21 - Stratford to Bidford disused railway 

The proposed west-to-east extension of the Avon and Arrow Greenway would follow the route of the 
disused railway between Broom and Stratford on Avon wherever practicable. A feasibility study for this 
route has also been conducted by Sustrans, and the report will shortly be available to share with project 
partners and key stakeholders. This study provides a detailed assessment of the proposed route, and 
identifies key considerations for its delivery.

The overall length of this route is anticipated to be approximately 7 miles, running west-to-east along the 
north side of the Avon river valley, and would enter Stratford near to Stratford Racecourse.

Like the north-to-south section of the Avon and Arrow Greenway, this route would ultimately provide a 
traffic free route for a wide variety of uses. While leisure use will be a significant proportion of eventual 
user numbers, there are valuable connections for health services, commuters, retail and educational 
sites, and tourism opportunities.

The AAGP have spent considerable time in discussion with key landowners and stakeholders along the 
route, and have the support of all parish councils through which the route would pass. Most notably, the 
route between Bidford on Avon and Bidford on Avon Health Centre has been discussed with the 
proposed developers of the latter, who have agreed that this section of the Greenway will be part of 
their planning application and funded within it – a massive bonus for the residents of the wider Bidford
community and significant part of the overall spine route itself.

As with X20, we propose that this route should be assessed as three distinct sub-sections, namely:
●X21.1 - Broom to Bidford on Avon Health Centre
●X21.2 - Bidford on Avon Health Centre to Welford on Avon
●X21.3 - Welford on Avon to Stratford Racecourse

In the draft LCWIP, this entire route has been assigned a score of 10 and a priority of “Medium” 
(Effectiveness - 3; Policy - 3; Deliverability - 2, Economic - 2). We believe that this scoring is an accurate 
reflection of the middle section of the route (X21.2), but does not reflect the local specificities of X21.1 
and X21.3. Our proposed revised scores for these sections, and the rationale for these, are discussed in 
the proceeding section of this document.   

X21.1 Broom to Bidford Health Centre
Effectiveness (Proposed score - 4)
The primary driver behind our proposed increased score for this section of the route is the extent to 
which this route would alleviate a deficiency in the existing infrastructure. Bidford on Avon Health Centre 
was built to serve the growing population of Bidford on Avon and is situated approximately 1 mile 
outside Bidford on Avon. Currently, it is only practical to access the Health Centre by car or bus service, 
since the Health Centre is situated on the Bidford to Stratford road, which has a speed limit of 50 miles 
per hour and no pavement for pedestrian access. 

This route would utilise the old railway branch line from Broom, via the main Bidford residential centres, 
and arrive at the rear of the Bidford Health Centre itself. This would provide local people with a safe, 
pleasant, peaceful traffic free route for getting between the two by bicycle or on foot. This route is 



strongly supported by the Centre management team and is built into the ambitious redevelopment plans 
for the centre itself.

The Effectiveness of this route has been highlighted by the score of 4 given to Bd01, which outlines a 
route between the village to the Health Centre alongside the B439 Stratford Road. We believe that X21.1 
would be far more attractive and much more widely used than a route alongside this busy commuter 
road. It would also be more convenient for the majority of Bidford residents, since it would connect to 
the village near much of the new residential developments and would avoid the need to climb the steep 
incline of Tower Hill on the way out of the village.    

Policy (Proposed score - 4)

As above, we believe that the score given to Bd01 is an accurate reflection of the Policy importance of 
X21.1. The many comments made by local residents during the engagement exercise (through the 
Commonplace platform) in relation to the need to construct a walking and cycling path between the 
village and the Health Centre provide strong evidence of the importance of this intervention.  

Deliverability (Proposed score - 4)

The AAGP has already held discussions with landowners along this route, and the Feasibility Study 
conducted by Sustrans has highlighted that a path on this route could be constructed in accordance with 
existing design standards. As noted above, local residents are extremely supportive of the construction of
a route connecting Bidford to the Health Centre and public acceptability is therefore thought to be high.

Economic (Proposed score - 4)
As noted above the funding for this section is built into the proposal to redevelop the Bidford Health 
Centre and the proposed Greenway is an exciting part of the new facilities and amenities for its patients 
from the Bidford area.

Total proposed score (16 - Very High)

X21.2 Bidford Health Centre to Welford on Avon

As noted above, we believe the existing assessment of this section of the route to be an accurate 
reflection of the present challenges we face, but we are clear they can and will be overcome.
 
X21.3 Welford on Avon to Stratford on Avon

Effectiveness (Proposed score - 4)
This proposed route would provide residents of Welford on Avon and Luddington with a means of 
travelling to Stratford on Avon in an active and sustainable manner. The existing infrastructure does not 
allow this, and we therefore propose a score of 4 to reflect the extent to which this route would address 
a deficiency with the existing infrastructure.



Policy (Proposed score - 3)
By providing a means for active travel into Stratford on Avon, the route would support tourism and the 
economic vitality of Stratford on Avon, while reducing car journeys (and associated negative externalities)
into the town. In addition, the route would provide a year-round opportunity for recreational activities to
take place in the natural environment, thereby improving physical health, wellbeing and connectedness 
to nature.  
 
Deliverability (Proposed score - 3)
The AAGP has already held discussions with landowners along this route and the Feasibility Study 
conducted by Sustrans has highlighted that a path on this route could be constructed in accordance with 
existing design standards.

In addition, discussions have been held with Parish Councils along the route, all of whom are highly 
supportive and have funded the cost of the FS for the route. Therefore, public acceptability for the route 
is believed to be extremely strong.

Economic (Proposed score - 3)
Given the potential tourism benefits, and consequential economic impact, of this section of the route, we
believe that this route has high potential to attract external funding.  

Total proposed score (13 - High)
 

Joe Harvey 
Chair Avon to Arrow Greenway Project. August 10  th   2022


